
 
 

PRAYING THRU THE MONTH OF JUNE 2015 
The first part of this month up to 17th June, will continue to occur during the Jewish month called SIVAN. The                     

month Tammuz will occur from the 18th to 16th July 2015. Tammuz is the fourth (4th) sacred month in the Biblical                     
sacred calendar, and the eleventh (11th) month of the Biblical Civil Calendar. It remains the sixth (6th) month of the                    
Gregorian calendar. The month of June ends the Spring and ushers in the Summer and harvest season in the northern                    
hemisphere, while the winter season proper sets in, in the southern Hemisphere toward the tropic of Capricorn.  

Again, in the northern hemisphere, the sun during this season is positioned directly over the tropic of Cancer                  
around the 21st of June. This results in the phenomenon known as the Summer Solstice or the high summer in the                     
northern hemisphere. That is the gate of the summer season.  

The 21st of June records the longest daylight hours and the shortest night time hours. In some areas of the                    
northern hemisphere they experience sunlight for up to 23 hours. The southern hemisphere experiences the winter                
solstice during that same day recording the shortest daylight hours and longest night-time hours. 

 
Sunday June 20 is Fathers’ Day in most nations. 
 
There are a number of unGODly mythological celebrations that take place in this season. According to Roman                 

mythology June was named after the Roman goddess Juno queen of the gods and goddess of matrimony and wealth.                   
She is said to be the “queen of the gods,” or “queen of heaven.” As a result, the first day of each month of the year is                           
dedicated to Juno.  

She was also referred to as the protector and special counselor of the Roman state. As the patron goddess of                    
Rome and the Roman Empire, she was called Regina (meaning "queen") and, together with her companion Jupiter and                  
another deity Minerva, they were worshipped as a triad on the Capitol (Juno Capitolina) in Rome. You may have heard                    
prayers which mention “Ave Regina.” This deity is the one to whom they were directed. 

Lucina was a Latin nick-name for Juno as “she who brings children into light.” This is the female derivative of                    
“Lucifer” – the “light-bearing morning star” In Greek mythology she is called “Hera” the goddess responsible for                 
women, marriage and married life.  

Many people consider the months of May and June to be the most favorable time to have weddings. This is                    
possibly because Juno is supposed to be the patroness of marriage along with Maia the deity to whom the month of                     
May is dedicated. 

The summer solstice on June 21st commences the festival of Tammuz derived from the mythology of a                 
sun-god who is in charge of fertility. In Egypt he was known as Osiris, to the Greeks he was called Adonis (a name                       
derived from the Phoenician and Hebrew word for “lord”). His consort or spouse was the goddess Ishtar (Astarte or                   
Ashtoreth, Venus).  

Adonis’ death is believed to set off the onset of winter while his restoration symbolizes the return of the sun.                    
Celebrations marking this started off with lamentation then with wild revelry. The 4th month Tammuz which                
commences on 29th June is dedicated to him.  

Ramadan  commences tentatively on the new moon of 17 June and ends on 17 July 2015 
 

PRAYING THRU THE MONTH 
● Halleluya! It is the beginning of another new month and an opportunity to praise the LORD at this new gate of                     

times and seasons. Proclaim Psalm 118. 
● Declare Psalm 24 over all creation in your territory and command every ancient gate and doorway of this month                   

to be lifted up for the King of glory to come in so you can reign with Him over every aspect of family life,                        
work/school life, spiritual life, all input gates of your soul life. 
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● Make a special request of 5 specific things you want to see happen to you and to your immediate family by the end                       
of this first half of 2015 and present them before the LORD. Matt 21.21-22 

● This is a season of various levels of dedications. As you see according to the occult which draws from the                    
Greco-roman mythology there is a lot of spiritual activity going on in the spirit realm influencing matters on earth.                   
Declare YHVH as King over all kings, declare that all other gods including Juno and Adonis and their derivatives                   
are the works of men, they are a lie. They are gods only because men have deified them. Only YHVH remains                     
exalted as King over all. Proclaim Isa 44,46 and Psalm 96-100 

● Proclaim a blessing over the work of your hands from this time forth. Make this a constant proclamation over your                    
life and that of kingdom citizens in your territory Deut 2.7, 16.15, 24.19, 30.9 Psa 126:6 

● Declare every demonic power that is invoked by the name of this month rendered powerless and impotent over                  
your life because you have dedicated this month and its significance to YHVH who created the heavens and                  
appointed them to rule over the times and seasons. Pray this for kingdom citizens in your territory. 

● As a prophetic act, proclaim unceasingly into the womb of creation that YHVH created the months and named                  
them. Therefore all cunningly devised fables concerning the months should be wiped out until creation accepts,                
responds and turns to the truth. 2 Pet 1:16; Tit 1:14  

● Preceding the Ramadan season at the end of the month, and the numerous demon-deities to whom this season is                   
dedicated, make a regular prophetic prayer proclamation of Isaiah 40-66 over the territory (It does not take even                  
one hour to pray through this portion and it would do well to pray through it daily.) In this section of Isaiah the                       
LORD challenges the demon-deities whom Israel had turned to. In similar fashion today there are several of these                  
ancient deities e.g. Queen of heaven etc which are invoked by the fashion, motor and entertainment industry as                  
they release clothing and jewelry lines, new car models, films, music, art, reading material inspired by various of                  
these demon deities. 

● Pray for the release of every fruit meant for the 4th, 6th and 11th months by the Tree of life into your life, your                        
marriage,  family and for your territory at large. 

● Also ask that every kind of healing needed this month; whether spiritual, physical, material, mental, psychological;                
financial etc. will be released into your life, family, and territory at large. Psa 103.3, 107.20, 1 Pet 2.24 

● Is this the month of your birth? Praise the LORD for choosing to manifest you into creation at such a time as this                       
(Psa 139). 

● Thank Him for allowing you to celebrate another anniversary. Declare that this special time which is a new year to                    
you, will indeed bring with it the fulfillment of every God ordained purpose in your life.  

● Bless this month of your birth and specifically the birth date. Speak into the womb of time and declare Psa 139,                     
Isa 49 and Psa 60-61. Prophesy the goodness of God’s purposes according to Jer 1:4-10 and 29:11. If possible take                    
a thanksgiving fast thanking God for His purposes for your life.  

 

FATHER’S DAY  
● This year Fathers’ day will be celebrated on 21 June 2015. This is a day to recognize men in their role as fathers.                       

This month pray for as many men as you know specifically and men in your territory in their role as fathers.  
● Prophetically claim Psalm 127-128 over every man you know who fathers a family. 
● Pray into the womb of that day and prophetically decree and declare that every man whom you have encountered,                   

will be realigned into his God-ordained role of fatherhood in whichever category the LORD will have him become a                   
father to individuals, causes or inventions. 

● Thank the LORD for men in your territory who are playing a father role at any level. 
● Pray for men, more so those whom you know or are acquainted to and call forth the spirit of Godly  fatherhood. 
● Pray that each will experience a divine encounter with God the Father Himself in this month and the conviction of                    

the Holy Spirit to step up into their role as priests within the home. 
● Pray for the Spirit of the LORD in all its expressions to manifest in their lives more so those who are kingdom                      

citizens. Pray for the spirit of the Fear of the LORD, the Spirit of wisdom, understanding, and knowledge  
● Pray for men you know who are fathers but do not know the LORD. Pray that during this month as we remember                      

fathers, our Father in heaven will especially draw with cords of love, His prodigal sons into the fold and encounter                    
them Himself. 
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● The nations need fathers but the examples of fatherhood have not reflected the Fatherhood of the LORD. Do you                   
know any men who have fathered offspring and abandoned them or are absentee fathers? Bring repentance for                 
each one of them by name. Ask the LORD that during this month, He will visit these men and raise those who will                       
mentor them into their position of fatherhood, and priesthood and headship in the family. 

● Pray for married men who desire to become fathers to their own offspring but don’t have. Pray that the LORD who                     
gives children as gifts will visit them this season and in the next year they shall rejoice in their role as progenitors                      
of their own offspring. 

● Pray that as many as are called to father spiritual or adopted children will step into their calling and embrace it.                     
Thank the LORD for fathers in this capacity. 

● Many men are struggling in the area of being the primary provider for their households. Financial lack plagues                  
men more and more in a world where they are suppressed more and more and their control is taken away from                     
them more and more. Pray that the LORD will bless the work of the hands of male kingdom citizens who want to                      
provide but struggle to get sufficient income. From time to time break the spirit of poverty that continues to grip                    
men. 

● Thank the LORD for those who have fathered God ordained inventions and creations in this season. Pray that the                   
prophecy concerning the Fathering of innovative technologies from Africa shall become a great reality in this                
season. 

● Thank the LORD for those who have a father’s heart to disciple and mentor others as a calling.  
● Pray for as many single, male kingdom citizens as you know that the LORD will begin to nurture in them the spirit                      

of Godly fatherhood before they even get into marriage so that they will begin to form a solid foundation for their                     
spouses and children. 

 

RAMADAN 2015 
From 17 June to 17 July tentatively, the Ramadan season will commence. Kindly find attached the Prayer guide for the                    
Ramadan season together with prayers to deal with terrorism in the nations especially through groups like Al Shabab,                  
Boko Haram and ISIS among others. From time to time before the season begins, ensure you have manned the gates                    
of that season and installed a heavenly angel so that its effects worldwide will be subdued, even quenched.  
 

PRAYING FOR NATIONS 
Israel 
● Pray for the nation of Israel that in this season, when they are surrounded all around by unrest and pressure to                     

return to pre-1967 borders, there will be a rest of YHVH 
● Pray for that nation to continue to stand strong against the continuing terrorist threats that surround her. 
● Pray for divine order upon that nation 
● Pray for wisdom for the prime minister and all movers and shakers who are key to decision making concerning the                    

borders for Israel 
● Pray that the word of the LORD in Isaiah 49 will stand; He will rather expand the borders of Israel than decrease it. 
● Pray that indeed the guardian angel over Israel i.e. Archangel Michael, will watch over the LORD’s people during                  

these days of great pressure from within and without the nation. Dan 12:1 
 

THE PLAN 
In the May 2015 prayer guide we began to pray through the 10point plan that makes up the foundations of the United                      
Nations as it is today. We will be praying through 2 segments of this plan every month up until September. The                     
purpose for these prayers is to begin to understand that what we see happening in the nations today is a well thought                      
out plan that began in the beginning of the last century. A lot of the 10 points are well implemented in the nations                       
and it is important for kingdom citizens to pray with understanding. Last month we prayed through the first two and                    
this month we shall pray thru two more. You may refer to May Prayer guide to pray thru these from time to time as                        
you see their effect in our day: 
 

PLAN 2: Break the Traditional Judeo-Christian Family Concept:  
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Families make up the basic foundation of any society; any nation. Most of the concepts within “The plan” had to do                     
with breaking that foundation and altering it to fit with the purposes of the kingdom of darkness. Alice said, since the                     
older generation still cling to the Christian standards, break communication between parents and children, so that                
parents will not pass on spiritual values to their children and they are not influential over their children. We should                    
promote more child rights so that the parents cannot have authority to dictate to the child what it must believe or live                      
by.  If they try to force them, the children can claim their “child rights.” They took a two-pronged approach: 
a. They introduced what they first called self-realization, in Britain its self-discovery and in most of Europe they call                  

it self propagation. They say the ages are getting better and wiser. A parent who grew in the old generation                    
should not expect he knows everything his child must be in the coming generation. He should not think he is wiser                     
but must let the child realize who he is to live in his generation. Today in Europe the parent cannot force their                      
children to do anything. The parent cannot put a regime of punishment if the child is doing wrong. Children in the                     
home are like royal owners. They dictate what they shall be and what they don’t want; and there is little parent                     
feels able to do. It is a focused campaign to break communication between parent and children. The child gains                   
the level to decide for themselves as early as the age thirteen. Christian parents can take their children to church                    
till they are thirteen then after that the child can decide. In Switzerland it is seven years and a child can decide                      
whether he wants your faith or not. From that time the teacher in school is to check whether parents are                    
“imposing faith.” The teacher may ask the child “Do you like reading the Bible? If you don’t like it tell me,” and                      
then the teacher will warn parent. It they do not stop they can bring along social workers to deal with the                     
situation. In  1920s it was on paper but today it is a reality. 

b. Nevertheless, YHVH is still in control. International research and statistics continue to prove that the parent still                 
wields the greatest influence on their children and its not media or peers or any other influence we sometimes                   
blame on our children’s behavior. When we leave them to their own devices then they will be influenced in a                    
certain way. Parents and legal guardians still have an important role to play even when the system has intimidated                   
you from giving children guidance. Our involvement in our children or the lack thereof trains them up in a certain                    
way. The Bible says ‘Train up a child in the way that he should go and when he is old he shall not depart from it’                          
Proverbs 22.6 

 

PLAN 4: Remove restrictions on sex.  
Alice in breaking the family foundation further said that sex is the greatest joy in life, and everyone should be free to                      
enjoy it in all its forms without restrictions. She said the Ecclesia is the greatest enemy of the people by denying the                      
majority except those who are in marriage this joy. So she said we must liberate the people to enjoy what we know                      
nature has given. So she advocated for removal of every hindrance and barrier to sexual pleasure. Today we have seen                    
an unprecedented destruction of human lives through sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) and other sex-related              
deaths and offences. More people are being jailed for sex-related offences in various nations than any other crime. On                   
the other hand, there is the spiritual destruction through sexually transmitted demons (STD) which have affected                
generations as people practice sex outside of the LORD’s ordained bounds i.e. marriage to one partner of the opposite                   
sex.  
 
● Proclaim Psa 98, 99 and thank the LORD for revelation knowledge and understanding that He continues to bring.                  

He reveals in order to redeem; therefore praise Him for He already had a plan for redemption of the nations  
● Praise the LORD for 2000 years ago, He already saw into this generation, He saw the likes of Alice Bailey and the                      

works of the enemy through them. He already paid the price for the deliverance of entire nations and has given                    
the Ecclesia the authority and mandate to destroy the works of the evil one and establish His kingdom in every                    
territory. Psa 98.2, Matt 28.18-20 

● The word of the LORD stands true and powerful over every plan and work of the evil one. Proclaim Psalm 24 and                      
Acts 17.26-28 over all nations and territories 

● Pray that you will be counted amongst those whom the LORD is separating and equipping to counter the wicked                   
effects of the plans of Alice Bailey and the 10 point plan to quench the move of the LORD through the Ecclesia.                      
Ezek 22.30 

● The PLAN was to first be implemented in institutions of learning and then its effect would be seen in the family                     
and corporate spaces. The attack on families and marriage is really a targeted attack on men. During this month as                    
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we pray concerning Father’s Day, pray for as many men as you are acquainted with, in their role as potential                    
foundations for marriage and families.  

● Bless men you know by declaring Psalm 112, 127-128 over families in your territory for defilement of the sexual                   
act is a direct hit at the foundations of marriage and family. 

● One of the purposes of the Word of the LORD being spoken, proclaimed, sang, read prayed through in every space                    
in this year of the WORD, is to counter the counterfeit word from the PLAN. Seek to proclaim chunks of the word                      
often and pray that there shall be concerts of prophetic word proclamations within spaces where kingdom citizens                 
gather. The word on its own is a powerful weapon and effective in charging the atmosphere positively for the                   
LORD to move and inspire actions against the wickedness of these plans. Isa 55.10-11, Jer 23.29, Eph 6.17 

● 2 Cor 2.16; Ask for inspiration to pray in the Spirit when you encounter the effects of these plans. You have the                      
mind of Christ in your spirit. When you pray in the spirit, you create a channel to download from your spirit-mind                     
to your soulical mind the solution for the situation. Ask for the gift of interpretation and you will have YHVH                    
inspired solutions at all times.  

 
Remember always that Yeshua paid it all 2000 years ago. He already has a solution and will reveal every area there are                      
obstacles that hinder His purposes from being fulfilled in these two areas of the PLAN. It Is He who will inspire ways to                       
restore Him back in the marriage, family and institutional system; it is He who will inspire how to display His manifold                     
wisdom to principalities and powers so they cannot ignore Him and recognize Him to be incomparable to every other                   
mimicking counterfeit faith. As we lead up to the 70th UN General Assembly, we shall presently learn about these                   
plans and give a start-off point for prayer action. The Holy Spirit will inspire you to go deeper where necessary. 
 
NATIONAL BUDGETS 
• Many nations begin their fiscal year in June. Most will be reading their national budget around 10th or June 2015.                    

Eastern African nations all read their budget during this time. It is a time of much anxiety with the escalating                    
standard of living. Pray that the wisdom and understanding of the Holy Spirit will overshadow the various                 
government heads of finance as they work toward a budget which will be in accordance with YHVH’s word to turn                    
around their nations’ fortunes.  

 
NATIONAL DAYS 
1. Kenya 1 June 1963, (52ND Madaraka Day. Declaration of Self-government from UK; Kenyatta named 1st premier                 

under the crown) 
2. Italia 2 June (60th Festa della Repubblica Italy is voted a republic 1946) 
3. Tonga 4 June (45th  Independence from the UK in 1970) 
4. Denmark no official National Day; 5 June (155th  National day Constitution of 1849) 
5. Sweden 6 June (Gustav Vasa  elected King of Sweden in 1523, the constitutions of 1809 and 1974) 
6. Norfolk Island (Australia) 8 June (second) settlement established (everybody from the Pitcairn Islands  
7. Philippines 12 June (117th Independence; Philippine Declaration of Independence from Spain in 1898) 
8. Russian Federation 12 June (25th  Russia Day declaration of independence in 1990, from the Soviet Union)  
9. St Hellen 2nd Saturday in June (12) Queens Day 
10. Montserrat 2nd Saturday (12) in June  Queen’s Day 
11. Pitcairn Islands  2nd Saturday in June (12) Queen’s Day 
12. South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands 2nd Saturday in June (12) Queen’s Day 
13. Falkland Islands 14 June (Liberation Day, the end of the Falklands War 1982) 
14. Iceland 17 June (71st  Declaration of independence from Kingdom of Denmark  in 1944) 
15. Seychelles 18 June National Day 
16. Greenland (Denmark) 21 June (Longest Day of the Year) 
17. Luxembourg 23 June (the Monarch's birthday) 
18. Quebec, 24 June (Quebec’s National Holiday, from 1977; also celebration of John the Baptist, patron saint of                 

French Canadians, since 1834) 
19. Mozambique 25 June (40th Independence from Portugal in 1975) 
20. Slovenia 25 June (24th Statehood Day), declaration of independence from Yugoslavia in 1991) 
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21. Croatia 25 June (Statehood day) 
22. Djibouti 27 June (38th Independence from France in 1977) 

 
• Thank the LORD for each of the above nations as they observe a national milestone. Pray that the purpose for                    

which the LORD put these nations in their exact boundaries at such a time as this, will come to pass; that people                      
will come to know Him and accept Him as their LORD Act 17.26-27 

• Pray that each of the above nations will walk in their redemptive destiny and that they will be sheep nations. 
• Pray for the youth in each of the above nations, that they will become dissatisfied with the status quo spiritually,                    

and begin to seek the LORD through the word, fasting, prayer, repentance and intercession. Pray that as they do                   
this, the LORD will raise a new generation of youth who will forge a YHVH-ordained apostolic direction for the                   
Ekklesia in these nations. 

• Pray for the Ecclesia in each of these nations, that she will realize her role as the LORD’s representative with the                     
key role of discipling the nations to turn to the LORD, and to fully realize the redemptive gift and purpose for each                      
of these nations.  

• Pray that the LORD will raise apostolic and prophetic leaders in every sphere of society who will shape and direct                    
the affairs of the nation for the purpose of the LORD. 

• Pray that the shalom of the LORD, the favor of the LORD will rest upon the inhabitants of each of these nations as                       
they mark a jubilee milestone on their nations’ birthdays. 

 
NATIONAL ELECTIONS 
1. 3 June Latvia Presidential Elections 
2. 7 June:  Luxembourg,  Referendum 
3. 7 June: Mexico, Congress elections 
4. 7 June: Turkey, National Assembly elections 
5. 18 June: Denmark, Parliamentary Elections 
6. 26 June: Burundi, Presidential elections (postponed to July 26) 
7. July Central Africa Republic Parliamentary Elections 
8. 26 July Burundi Presidential Elections 
9. 9 August Haiti Parliamentary Elections 
10. August Central Africa Republic, Presidential Elections 
 
• Pray for nations that have suffered unrest due to the leadership challenges including Burundi and Central Africa                 

Republic. As they prepare for elections pray for the Shalom of the LORD to hover over the land and that the man                      
of the LORD’s choosing for this season will arise as leader in every area of leadership from president to the lowest                     
cadre of elected officials. 

• Continue to lift up these nations that are going into elections in the second half of this year that Jehovah Shalom                     
will overshadow the nations and that the LORD’s men and women will be raised up in this season especially                   
considering the word that the LORD released that He is raising women in the caliber of Queen Esther into                   
positions of leadership. Pray that this reality will be reflected in the above nations in various positions of                  
governance. 

• Pray that the Body of Yeshua will have a strong voice in representing the kingdom in the national matters. 
• Pray against the party spirit that breeds division in the Body of Yeshua whenever election seasons come. 
 

PRAYING THRU THE HEAVENS 
“The heavens declare the glory of GOD…” (Ps 19:1) To declare means recount or narrate the glory or “weightiness”                   
“all that GOD is and all that GOD has in Himself”. If the Scriptures have this to say about the heavens, then it is                        
imperative for the LORD’s children to acquaint themselves with the heavens and their narration so as to begin to                   
comprehend the weightiness, and all that the LORD is and Has in Him as displayed in the heavens.  
 
LUNAR EVENTS  
The Full Moon will occur on 2 June 2015 @ 16.21UTC 
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● Command the full moon to praise the LORD and do only His bidding. Utter the voice of the LORD to silence every                      
other unGODly instruction given to the full moon in this season Psalm 104.19, 136.7-9, 

● As the rightful administrators of the earth, pray that sons and daughters of the Most High YHVH globally will                   
become wiser and also take advantage of the occasions of the full moon, to cloth the earth with their declarations                    
of the LORD’s purpose and intent for creation including the moon. Lk16:8b ; Job  38:14 

 
The Last Quarter Moon will occur on 9 June 2015 @15.43UTC while the First Quarter Moon will occur on 24 June 2015                      
@11.04UTC 
● Command the quarter moons to do only the bidding of the LORD in this season. 
● The occult uses the quarter moons as bows for shooting arrows. Proclaim Psalm 64 over your life, family, the                   

Ecclesia in this season of quarter moons 
● Pray that the LORD will teach your hands to war and your fingers to do battle so you can break the steel bows of                        

the witches, wizards, sorcerers, necromancers, diviners, monthly prognosticators, astrologers, traffickers of           
familiar spirits and the queen of heaven in the upcoming Ramadan season Ps 18:34; Ps 144:1  

 
The New/Crescent Moon will occur on 16 June 2015 @14.07UTC 
● Speak to the heavens to declare the glory of the LORD in this new month. Command all creation to praise Him at                      

the gates of the new month Psa 148 
● Pray that the LORD will be a Stronghold (i.e. fortress, rock & strength) to His people, especially in times of the                     

crescent moons.  Nah 1:7 
● Pray that the weapon of enchantments against the righteous shall not prosper. Is 54:17  
● The occult use the crescent moon to reap the gains of the righteous who are ignorant. 
 
SOLAR EVENTS 
Summer Solstice 
The summer solstice is on the 21st of June 2015 @ 16.38UTC 

The solstice is an astronomical event that happens twice a year when the sun’s apparent position in the sky                   
reaches its northernmost or southernmost extremes and standstill in declination, meaning the apparent movement of               
the sun’s path north or south comes to a stop before reversing direction.  

It is also considered as the commencement day for celebration for the resurrection of Adonis (also called Tammuz                  
and Osiris) with weeping and lamentation followed by wild revelry and immoral acts. In the southern hemisphere, it                  
will be the winter solstice i.e. the shortest day and longest night. 
• Command the sun as it moves through the circuit of the heavens to praise the LORD and declare His glory alone                     

Psa 19.1-2 
• For the southern hemisphere, pray Isa 17:13-14 for all those who rob and spoil people under the cover of                   

darkness that their deeds shall be exposed. 
• The wicked draw power from the heavens during that day to release the spirit of licentiousness all over the                   

nations. Proclaim Isa 25 over your territory on that day and nullify their activities from the heavens. Disconnect                  
their power and ask the LORD to tear the shroud of unGODliness that covers the nations in this season.  

 
Sun Movements 
From May 17, to 23rd June 2015, the Sun moved from Aries and entered a new gate through a cluster of 141 stars in                        
the constellation called Taurus symbolized by the bull (rushing forward). For most of the month of June, the sun will                    
continue to sojourn in this constellation. It symbolizes a charging Bull, immediately behind Aries, is rushing forward                 
with energy and wrath. His lowered horns connect with both Orion and Auriga. Named: Coming, ruling; exultation,                 
power, pre- eminence. You may pray thru the guide for month of May for the prayers concerning this particular                   
constellation. 
 

On 24 June to 23 July 2015 the sun in its ecliptic path passes through a cluster of 85 stars in the constellation                       
called Gemini symbolized by the twins which speaks of Yeshua’s two fold nature, two fold work and two fold coming.  
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The front twin carries a bow and arrow in his left hand and a lyre in his right hand. The rear twin holds a club or                          
palm branch in his right hand. Named: The place of Him who comes; united, twinned. 

Stars: Ruler, judge; who comes to labour or suffer; hurt, wounded, afflicted; set; treading under feet; the branch,                  
spreading; the palm branch; the seed, branch.  
• Command the star cluster Gemini to praise the LORD in this coming season. 
• Thank Yeshua for the two fold nature of devouring, roaring Lion and gentle slain humble Lamb; He devours the                   

enemy but is humble and was willing to take our place as the sacrificial Lamb of the LORD slain for the salvation                      
of the world. 

• The lyre and arrow in the front twin signifies David’s two-fold weapon i.e. Tehillah Praise – warfare through                  
praise. In this month spend quality times of praise as the LORD arises to scatter the enemy and leads you into the                      
place of dominion and kingdom authority in your family, place of occupation and in the territory. 

• Thank the LORD that in this season the heavens declare His evangelizing spirit. People who seek for all kinds of                    
permissive sexual encounters want to fill that void that only the LORD can fill. As the heavens declare, command                   
that those ordinances that have to do with healing of inner wounds, salvation and judgment on sin will be                   
reinforced in many parts of the earth. 

• The rear twin is Ephraim bearing the palm branch of praise for Messiah Yeshua, reminiscent of his welcome into                   
Jerusalem for the Passover when He died. (John 12:13). The heavens declare a welcoming of the triumphant King                  
into the lives of His people. Pray that in this season as people hear the gospel in various areas of the world, they                       
shall declare “blessed is He who comes in the name of the LORD” and many lives will be redeemed by the Lamb of                       
YHVH. 

 
The other three smaller group of stars called decans that form part of Gemini describe the details of the stages of                     

His reign: 
Canis Minor/the small Dog – Yeshua the Redeemer: A small dog is situated near Gemini and below the ecliptic.                   

Close to its heels is the forked tongue of the snake Hydra, approaching from behind. Older zodiacs depict a human                    
figure (rather than a dog) with the head of a hawk and a tail. The hawk is the natural enemy of snakes. Named:                       
Conquering, victorious. 

Stars: Redeemer; the burdened, loaded, bearing for others; the Prince, chief of the left hand; ruler; who completes                  
or perfects.  

This constellation identifies Yeshua, Son of Man, in a heavenly intercessory role The designation ‘chief of the left                  
hand’ is complementary to his designation ‘chief of the right hand’ in Canis Major. Acts 5:31  
• His yoke is easy his burden is light. In this season cast your cares on the LORD. When you take whatever challenge                      

you are facing and you put it on Him, then it is He who bears its burden. You will not be tired, frustrated or                        
wearied by that load any more for it is in His hands. What remains is for you to praise and worship Him as He sorts                         
out your challenges. Ask the Holy Spirit to give you a full revelation of the scriptures in Psa 55.22, Phil 4.6-7 and 1                       
Pet 5.7 so you can apply them into your life on a moment to moment basis. 

• Are there areas you feel inadequate or imperfect? The scriptures adjure us to be perfect. The heavens confirm this                   
characteristic trait for all believes, because it is not in our strength that we become perfect. It is the LORD in our                      
lives manifested that displays perfection according to heaven’s standards. Prophesy that you are complete and               
perfect in Him who completes and perfects you. Matt 5.48, 1 Cor 14.20, Phil 3.15, Col 4.12,James 1.4 

• Yeshua carries the burden to represent kingdom citizens before the throne of the LORD. He currently sits at the                    
right hand of YHVH as our Advocate and High Priest. Thank YHVH that Yeshua is seated as our High Priest at the                      
right hand of the Father and that He intercedes for us in every tough situation. Pray that this month kingdom                    
citizens will know that they are not alone. He will never leave nor forsake us even as the heavens declare.  

 
Canis Major/the large Dog – Yeshua the Conqueror: A large dog sits even further below the ecliptic, adjacent to Argo,                    
the Ship. Older zodiacs depict a hawk or a wolf, rather than a dog. Sirius, the brightest star in the heavens is found in                        
its mouth. Named: Coming quickly down; the Prince. 
Stars: Sirius the prince, ruler; the bright, the shining; the glorious; who shall come; chief of the right hand; the                    
Prince; the mighty; the leader, the chief. 
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• The heavens declare that there is a quick response in dispatching angelic assistance from the LORD in this season.                   
Pray that the LORD will hasten to answer YHVH-ordained prayers of kingdom citizens which have hitherto been                 
hindered by forces of darkness in the heavenly realm.  Pray this for kingdom citizens in your territory Dan 10.12-.  

• The heavens declare that in this season Yeshua the conquering King, the victorious One over the Serpent and all                   
his surrogate powers, is ruling in the heavens. In every battle you face in this season, understand that you are                    
more than a conqueror in Him even as the heavens declare. You have already won the victory no matter what the                     
circumstances around you may say. Pray this for kingdom citizens in your territory. Rev 19.11-16 

• Pray against the spirit of intimidation, fear, timidity that attends kingdom citizens in seasons of warfare and                 
testing. Break that power over your life and declare 2 Tim 1.6-7. Pray this for kingdom citizens in your territory. 

• Pray that this season as the LORD our Redeemer moves among the nations seeking to save that which was lost                    
through kingdom citizens, there will be a greater urgency in the hearts of His people with regard to His Second                    
Coming and the Day of the LORD. 

 
Lepus (the Hare or enemy) represents the enemy trodden under foot.  
• Rejoice in the finished work of the LORD. For He came and led captivity captive and made a public show of the                      

enemy defeated. He released those imprisoned in darkness into glorious light.  Is 63:3-4; Mal 4:3 
• Proclaim Psa 110 and Rom 16.20 concerning every work of the enemy  

 
PROPHECIES FOR 2015 
For Prophecies for this year and the past years, please visit our website. Continue to pray through these prophecies                   
and also read through those from previous years as many are undergoing fulfillment now. 

  
PROCLAIM OVER CREATION: 
FOR THIS REASON I KNEEL BEFORE THE FATHER, FROM WHOM EVERY FAMILY IN HEAVEN AND ON EARTH                  

DERIVES ITS NAME. I PRAY THAT OUT OF HIS GLORIOUS RICHES HE MAY STRENGTHEN YOU WITH POWER                 
THROUGH HIS SPIRIT IN YOUR INNER BEING, SO THAT CHRIST MAY DWELL IN YOUR HEARTS THROUGH                
FAITH. AND I PRAY THAT YOU, BEING ROOTED AND ESTABLISHED IN LOVE, MAY HAVE POWER, TOGETHER                
WITH ALL THE LORD’S HOLY PEOPLE, TO GRASP HOW WIDE AND LONG AND HIGH AND DEEP IS THE LOVE                   
OF CHRIST, AND TO KNOW THIS LOVE THAT SURPASSES KNOWLEDGE—THAT YOU MAY BE FILLED TO THE                
MEASURE OF ALL THE FULLNESS OF GOD. EPH 3.14-19 
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